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Digitronic Automationsanlagen GmbH

DigiWEB CT

The company Digitronic Automationsanlagen GmbH, 65510 Hünstetten-Wallbach / Germany declares that
the product "DigiWEB CT" complies with the following standards:
EN 55 014-1
EN 60 730-1
According to the provisions of the following directive this product is marked with
73 / 23 / EEC
89 / 336 / EEC

:

The device complies with the standards regarding electromagnetic compatibility:
EN 55011, EN 55022, EN 55024 Part 2, EN 50082 Part 2, ENV 50140, VDE 0843 Part 2, VDE 0843 Part 4,
VDE 0871,
VDE 0875 Part 3 ("N"), VDE 0875 Part 11, VDE 0877 Part 2, IEC 801 Part 3, IEC 801 Part 2, IEC 801 Part
4, IEC 801 Part 5.

Safety notes
When working with the device please observe the following points:


Do not work under live components



The statutory regulations for accident prevention



The statutory regulations for protecting the environment



The provisions of the trade union



The relevant safety regulations of the DIN, EN, DVGW, TRGI, TRF and VDE

The installation instructions are only addressed to authorized professionals who are registered as VIU at local
power supply companies.
Any work on electrical components should only be performed by qualified electricians.
The first commissioning must be performed by the person who installs the system or a designated expert.
Please note
This manual corresponds to the "DigiWEB CT" hardware version 1.01 and the software version V3.300-037.
The version which is currently installed on the device is displayed at the bottom right corner in all menus. The
company Digitronic Automationsanlagen GmbH reserves the right to make changes which would improve
the quality or functionality at any time without prior notice.
Even though the operating instructions are issued with extreme care, it is not possible to avoid all errors that
might occur. We are grateful for notes regarding possible errors in the operating instructions.
Liability
The seller is liable for any damages for which he or the right holder is responsible amounting to the selling
price. A liability for lost profit, default of savings, indirect damages and subsequent damages is excluded.
The above limitations of liability do not apply for warranted qualities and damages which are based on intent
or gross negligence.
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1.

DigiWEB CT

The web-based clock timer

The DigiWEB clock timer is a clock timer with 8 outputs programmable via a web browser or via the LAN or
the Internet.

1.1.

Technical data

Hardware


Power supply 110-230VAC / 50-60Hz / about 10W



8 zero potential shutter, 3A/30VDC/230VAC/RES (ohmic load / AC1), from hardware V1.01 on with 250V
2

varistor quenching circuit, 1.5 mm clamp terminals


2 inputs 12-24VDC/4.7KOhm, opto-decoupled



LED status displays: 2 x system status, 8 x output, 2 x input



RJ45 Ethernet connection 10/100MBit



Real-time clock with up to about 48 hours power reserve in case of a power failure



Top hat rail mounting according to EN 50 022



Dimensions H x W x D: 90 mm x 72 mm x 61 mm

Software


Configuration and setting via web interface



Channel and scene timer



Annual time switch with programmable special days



Automatic holiday calendar



Site-dependent sun level calculation (twilight switch)



Configurable alarm input (outputs can be switched on)



Input configurable as presence switch



Inputs configurable as customer, current or gas counter



E-mail sending in case of an alarm
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2.

Assembly

2.1.

Dimensions

2.2.

Placement and cabling



DigiWEB CT

The device is snapped onto an "EN - mounting rail" in the switch cabinet or on the
sub-distribution board



If possible do not position the device nearby live lines and devices!



Connect all cables in voltage-free state!



Only use admitted flexible conductors or rigid conductors up to a cross section of 1.5 mm



Observe the load data of the outputs or switch contacts

2

From the hardware V1.01 the switch contacts are provided with a 250V varistor quenching circuit, however power contactors should be provided with a quenching circuit (e.g. RC element) or use hum-free
AC/DC multi-voltage contactors

Note:


Leakage currents might occur on switch contacts when using the varistor.

Imperatively use a category 5 patch cable (Cat5) for the Ethernet interface (network cable)

Attention:

Do NOT lay the network cable nearby live lines and devices.
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3.

DigiWEB CT

Electrical connections

The clock timer is equipped with eight outputs which are designed as potential-free relay outputs (shutter)
and can be loaded with maximum 3Amp. at 30VDC or at 230VAC / RES (ohmic load).

Note:

From hardware V1.01 on the switch contacts are provided with a 250V varistor quenching
circuit. In this case leakage current might occur.

Flexible conductors with and without wire-end sleeves as well as rigid conductors with a cross section from
2
0.6 to 1.5 mm may be connected to the output terminals.
Clock timer from the top
The four double
level pull spring
terminal blocks are
for the switch outputs 1 - 4

Ethernet connection

Clock timer from the bottom
These 2 clamps are for the 110-230VAC
voltage supply (L+N).

These clamps are for
the inputs 1+2.

These four double level or 8
clamps are for the switch outputs
5 – 8.
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3.1.

DigiWEB CT

Clamp or terminal assignment

V1.01

Clamps for the tension supply
The supply tension amounts to: 110-230VAC / 50-60Hz / about 10W
Clamp:
L
Clamp:
N

Clamps for outputs 1-8 or the switch contacts
The outputs or switch contacts are designed as potential-free shutter for 3A/30VDC /230VAC/RES (ohmic
load / AC1).

Note:

From hardware V1.01 on the switch contacts are provided with a 250V varistor quenching
circuit. In this case leakage current might occur.

Clamp:
Clamp:
Clamp:
Clamp:
Clamp:
Clamp:
Clamp:
Clamp:

13 and 14
23 and 24
33 and 34
43 and 44
53 and 54
63 and 64
73 and 74
83 and 84

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Switch output 1
Switch output 2
Switch output 3
Switch output 4
Switch output 5
Switch output 6
Switch output 7
Switch output 8

Clamps of the inputs 1+2
The inputs are designed for 12-24VDC / 4.7KOhm (opto-decoupled).
Clamp:
1
= +12..24VDC for input 1
Clamp:
2
= GND for input 1
Clamp:
3
= +12..24VDC for input 2
Clamp:
4
= GND for input 2

Attention:

For hardware version V1.0 or if on the type plate no revision is indicated then the clamps for
GND are connected to one another in the device.
For hardware Version V1.1 the GND clamps of the inputs are NOT connected to one another.
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4.

Operation of the clock timer

4.1.

Status of the displays

V1.01

The clock timer has a total of 12 status LED displays which are indicated in the imprint on the device. The
LEDs indicate the following:
Flash LED:

This LED indicates any writing access on the flash data storage of the
clock timer.
This LED indicates the network and time status of the DigiWEB CT by double short

Status:

or long flashing.

Note:

1. Flashing short =

Network status not OK, e.g. network cable
not plugged-in or no IP address received
from DHCP server

1. Flashing long =

Network status OK

2. Flashing short =

Time of the clock timer not set or not
synchronous

The outputs are blocked in this status.
2. Flashing long =

Time synchronous or OK

Input 1 and 2: Indicates the status of the inputs
Output 1 to 8: Indicates the switch status of the output relay
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4.2.

DigiWEB CT

Commissioning

Before switching the DigiWEB CT on for the first time please check the wiring of the device.
There must be an Ethernet network connection to your PC when commissioning the device.
Use a category 5 cable (Cat5) and connect it with a 10 or 10/100 Megabit HUB or switch to your
LAN (Lokal Area Network).
If you would like to operate the device at a single workstation without LAN connection , then your PC should
have a 10 or 10/100 Megabit network card with TCPIP protocol installed and the DigiWEB CT needs to be
connected with a Cat5 (Cross-Over-Cable).
Factory setting: "DHCP on“, Admin user name and password: "ftp“, "ftp“
No times or functions are defined or programmed.


Switch on the voltage supply of the device



Start the setup program from the CD included in the delivery



Search for the serial number or MAC address of the clock timer
Click on it, then on "Next" and then follow the instructions of the setup program



After the successful setting of the network parameters the setup program automatically opens the
browser with the assigned IP address

The start menu of the clock timer opens when you have successfully entered the password.

Hint:

Another option would be to ask your network administrator for an IP address assigned by a
DHCP server (often a DSL router) or have a look on the router. Then it is not necessary to
start the setup program.

But you can also use our EasyAccess-Service. To do so ask our sales department for your access data.
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4.3.

DigiWEB CT

The start menu of the clock timer

General notes for operation


Currently the main menu items "clock timer" and "Configuration" are available with several
sub-menus



The main menu items and the sub-menu items can be selected by clicking on the corresponding names



The respectively active menu is highlighted



If the icons

or

are displayed when the cursor is on an element of the website it is possible

to click on the element or on the button or to enter a number or a text


The times of the day or year timer are set by means of the slide controls (small triangles).
They are shifted by clicking and holding the left mouse button and preset by releasing the
mouse button

Note:

The user interface can be displayed in different ways depending on the used browser. However the functionality is not influenced.
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Menu "clock timer"

The DigiWEB CT is a so-called "Scene" timer.
Scene – What is that?
A scene is a model or pattern of possible initial conditions.
It is possible to parameterize a total of 10 different scenes of which only one scene is active depending on
the time and operating mode.
The currently active scene is displayed in the header of each menu.

In addition the initial statuses of the corresponding active scene are influenced by the inputs
"presence" and "alarm" or by the automatic sun level calculation.
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Setting switching times
The times when the scenes are activated are determined in the parts of the menu displayed below by means
of the slide control. The 10 scenes are colour-coded. The colour of the slide controls
(small triangles) shows the scene which is currently selected for programming.

By clicking on the colour surface of the corresponding
scene this scene is selected for programming.
The desired switching time or the time range in which the
scene shall be active is selected by means of the slide
controls and the desired day of the week is programming by clicking on the button.

Scene timer

In this sub-menu it is possible to define or program the switch statuses of the outputs for the
individual scenes.
By clicking on the corresponding status display
the output for the corresponding scene is switched on or
off (ON =

/ OFF =

).

An individual name or description of the function such as e.g. "Sales" or "Outdoor lighting" can be chosen
according to the scenes and the outputs.
The current status (switching status) of the corresponding output is displayed in the field "Function of the
outputs" and the switching status of the two inputs is displayed in the field "Status of the inputs".
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In the displayed part of the menu, the switch status or the mask will be defined.
It is logically linked to "AND"

or "OR"

with the switch status of the active scene.

These masks are activated by the inputs "Presence" and "Alarm"
or the buttons "Present" and "Alarm" under the menu item
"Status of the inputs" or by the automatic sun level calculation.
In addition the buttons "Presence" and "Alarm" also indicate the
current operating status of the clock timer.
Function: "Switch off when present"
Here it is possible to determine which outputs are switched off in the active scene for the operating status
"Present" or "Not present". The presence is controlled by the two entrances.
If e.g. an employee enters the store in the morning he must switch on the presence switch in the
evening the presence switch is switched off by the employee who last leaves the store. Then all ways out
which are highlighted in black
are switched off.

Hint:

There is also the possibility to control the input of the presence switch by means
of an access control system or by means of a locking system.

Function: "Rotate when present"
This function can be used in order to attain a regular wear of the lamp which are connected to the outputs
1
distributed in light circuits, e.g. for a /3 light for cleaning purposes.
Thus the light circuits can be switched rotating outside the opening hours. Each time the presence switch is
switched on another selected output is switched on.
By clicking on the corresponding checkbox it is determined which outputs are part of the rotating
light circuits.
Display:

Note:

The output is included, this output is not included

.

If the light circuit is required at any time of the day, e.g. since employees are present for
cleaning or placing products in the stock the light circuits need to be checked in
all scenes
and for "Switch off when absent" .
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Function: "Switch off during daytime"
Using this function the outputs, e.g. for the shop window or for the outdoor advertising can be switched off
by daylight.
The switch-off times are calculated on the basis of the sun level which can
be provided with an additional offset.
The currently calculated switching times are displayed on the right of the input fields for the
corresponding offset.

Note:

For the sun level calculation the coordinates and the altitude above mean sea level must be
entered in the menu "Configuration" sub-menu "User" in the menu item "Site".

Then only ways out which are highlighted in black

are switched off.

Function: Extra scene
If the input which was set to "Switch present" in the "Configuration" is switched on and off 5 times
in quick succession and then left switched on the selected "Extra scene" is switched
(e.g. for "Special sale").
After having switched off the switch "Present" the system switches back to the "standard" scene time lapse.
This "Extra scene" can be freely selected among the 10 different scenes. However, it is advisable to select the
"Sales scene".
Function: "Alarm or alarm illumination"
Using the clock timer it is possible to realize an alarm or an alarm illumination.

Here the switching status of the ways out is defined when the alarm or the alarm input is switched on. This
input is defined in the sub-menu "Inputs" in the menu "Configuration".
Refer to chapter "0 Inputs" on page 21.
It is possible to switch on e.g. all available light circuits in order to make burglars insecure and to deter them
from their plan.
The outputs are selected by clicking on the checkboxes.
For switching on the alarm =

, for switching off the alarm =

.

In addition it is possible to define a switch off delay or a delay time of 0 to 999 minutes which starts after
switching off the alarm and thus determines or extends the alarm duration.
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The output-related clock timer
If you do not want to program outputs by means of "Scenes", it would be also possible to program each
output individually so to speak as standard clock timer.
To do so, click on the small checkbox with the number of the desired output which then starts flashing in
black. At the same time the slide controllers to set the switching times are displayed in black.

Then set the time range and click on the desired day of week in order to program the switching time.
In order to delete the programmed time of the chosen output, the slide controller is shifted to the
time to be deleted and then clicked on the cross situated on the right from the clock timer.
An output which was already programmed output-related is displayed in green in the small checkbox with
the output number.

Note:

It is possible to combine the scene and output-related timer. At this, the output-related clock
timer is logically linked with the scene timer using the "OR" function.
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The annual time switch
In order to set one-time or annually repeated events it is possible to use the annual time switch.
To do so first activate "Annual time switch" by clicking on the tab.
After having confirmed the confirmation prompt the sub-menu
of the annual time switch opens up.
It is possible to set up to 4 special days (A, B, C, D) and the Sundays and holidays which replace the standard "Active scene" of
the clock timer as soon as the preset day is attained.

In addition the switching times of the special days (A, B, C, D) and Sundays and holidays is set.
To do so, proceed as described for the switching time setting.
Refer to chapter "0 Setting switching times" on page 12.
In order to determine the days on which the special days shall be activated, the annual time switch slide controls (small triangles) needs to be set in a way that the desired day or period of time is selected. By clicking
on the special days
the colour of the special day.

of the desired month the special day is being inputted and will be saved with

By clicking on it is possible to delete the special day from the annual time switch or it can be completely
switched off by clicking on "Deactivate annual time switch".

Note:

It is also possible to set output-related switching times.
Refer to chapter "0 The output-related timer" on page 15.
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Menu "Configuration"

Sub-menu "User"
In this field, the user names, passwords, the country and Federal State, the geographic location / site (for sun
level calculation) and the imprint are going to be entered.
User name / Password
By assigning user names and passwords different groups of persons are allowed to access the clock timer. By
default the following users are created:
Name

Password

Access rights

guest
user
service
ftp

guest
user
service
ftp

The guest can only see but cannot set any parameters
The user e.g. the shop manager is allowed to set the switching times
The standard user can view and edit all parameters of the clock timer
The Admin can access the file system of the clock timer via ftp and view and edit all
parameters of the clock timer

Note:

The names and passwords can resp. should be changed when commissioning the
system

Site
The site information or in particular the geographic location is required for the automatic holiday calendar
and for the sun level calculation.
Imprint
The imprint is for information only. The entry in the menu item: "Header" is additionally displayed as header
also in the clock timer status bar.
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Sub-menu "Network"

In this sub-menu the network or LAN parameters are set.

Attention:

The IP address must only be available once in a network. If wrong vales or IP addresses are
entered here the network might be disturbed or the clock timer is no longer available. In case
of doubt please "imperatively" ask your network administrator.
The entries of the network parameters should only be taken over when they have
been completely entered for reasons of safety. This is done by clicking on the button "Save
setting".
If a network parameter has been changed this button is flashing in order to indicate that the
change had not been taken over yet.

Menu item: DHCP
For "DHCP on" and "Boot DHCP" the network parameters or the IP addresses are automatically assigned
from a DHCP server to the clock timer. For "DHCP off" these addresses need to be entered manually.
Factory setting = DHCP on
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Menu item: IP address (only if DHCP is switched off)
Here the firm IP address is entered. Under this address the clock timer is called in the own network with a
Web browser.
Note:

This address cannot be accessed via the Internet. If you want to operate the clock
timer via the Internet please use our EasyAccess-Service.

Menu item: Subnet mask (only if DHCP is switched off)
The network administrator or e.g. the DSL router can indicate the correct subnet mask.
Menu item: Gateway (only if DHCP is switched off))
Enter the IP address of the Gateway here via which the clock timer may access the Internet.
Often the IP address of the Gateway is the same address as the IP address of the DSL router.
Menu item: DNS server (only if DHCP is switched off)
In the home network area it generally has the same IP address as the Gateway or the DSL router.
In larger networks please ask your network administrator for the IP address.
Menu item: NTP time server
Since the DigiWEB CT is equipped with a real-time clock the NTP time server is only required in order to synchronize it or if the time of the clock timer is no longer synchronized, e.g. after a long-term voltage failure (>
48 hours) (e.g. 192.53.103.108). The clock timer time is matched with the indicated NTP time server in regular
intervals.
Button: Synchronizing the time with the Web browser
By clicking on this button the time of the clock timer is set to the time of the Web browser.
This is necessary if e.g. no NTP server or no Internet connection is available and if the time is not
correctly set.
Menu item: Time zone
This function allows you to set the time zone in which the clock timer is operated.
Menu item: Summer- / Winter time
This function allows the automatic changing of the clocks summer / winter.
Mac address
The Mac address resp. the serial number of the clock timer is displayed here. Keep it always ready e.g. if you
have questions regarding the device or the service.
Button: Restarting the DigiWEB CT
By clicking on this button the clock timer is restarted.
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E-mail settings
In this area the parameters for e-mail sending in case of an alarm are entered.

Entries are only required if an alarm input is parametrised. Refer to chapter "0 Inputs" on page 21.
If the alarm input is activated and the e-mail settings are correct an e-mail is send in case of any positive
occurrence at the entry.
Menu item: IP address of an email
The IP address of the SMTP e-mail server needs to be entered here.
Menu item: Port
The SMTP port number of the e-mail server is entered here (in most cases 25).
Menu item: Sender name and sender address
The sender name or the sender with the e-mail address are entered here. Then they are displayed in the email program of the recipient e.g. in the field "from":
Menu item: User name and password
The user name and the password of the sender account on the SMTP e-mail server are entered here in order
that the clock timer can send an e-mail.
Menu items: E-mail address and reference of the alarmnotification
It is possible to enter 4 different e-mail target addresses with a reference. In case of an alarm the clock timer
will send an e-mail with a corresponding reference to the corresponding e-mail address.
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Inputs

The clock timer is equipped with two 24V inputs which can fulfil different tasks.
Their function is defined in this sub-menu.
Configuration
It is currently possible to select 6 functions. Only one function can be assigned to each input.
Function

Description

---

The input is currently not assigned to any function

Counter 1

1. Counter input for current counter with S0 output

Counter 2

2. Counter input for current counter with S0 output

Customer counter

Light barrier, radar or infra-red motion detector

Alarm

Alarm or alarm illumination and for e-mail sending

Push button "Present"

To switch off different exits or light circuits when present

Switch "Present"

Same function as push button "Present" only designed as switch.
In addition it is possible to switch on the "Extra scene" by turning this switch if the
input is switched on and off 5-times and then remains switched on.
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Settings
In this area the parameters for the counters are set.

Note:

The actual value of the counter is also displayed in the
main menu "clock timer" at the bottom right.

Counter 1 + 2 or current counter
The counter is set to its initial value in the field "Counter reading". If e.g. the obsolete counter is
replaced it is possible to enter its counter reading here.
The impulse which supplies a current counter per kWh is indicated in the field "Calibration".
E.g. 100 or 1000 impulses / kWh are typically entered here.
The maximum power input of the current counter is entered in the last field e.g. 20kW.
This data is necessary in order to correctly display the "current power".
Customer counter
It is possible to enter an initial value in the field "Customer counter" in the same way as for current counters.
Here it would be typical to use the beginning of the day, month or year "0".
The customer counter counts up to a maximum of 999999999.
The "Customer filter time" is a minimal high phase which avoids that the counter would count several times
in case of short disturbing pulses. Depending on the used system (light barrier, ultra-sound or infra-red) this
value needs to be determined by testing.
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Data storage

In this menu it is possible to save the set switching times of the clock timer, the designation of the outputs
and the function of the inputs on the PC.

Attention:

The network settings and the passwords are not saved.

Saving switching times
To do so, click with the right mouse button on the link and then select "Save target / link under …“.
A file browser opens where the backup file "DigiWebOptionVar.csv" can be saved on the PC.
Reset saved switching times
Click on the button "Select file" to reset the switching times. A data browser opens up. Using this browser it is
possible to search for the previously saved "CSV" file on the PC and confirm it.
By clicking on "Upload and release reset" the data are uploaded on the clock timer and taken over by a reset
or restart.
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